The space HA(K) of continuous functions on a compact set K in Euclidean space which can be uniformly approximated by solutions of the elliptic, constant-coefficient partial differential equation Af=0 is studied. In particular, it is shown that HA(K) is local, in the same sense as in the theory of rational approximation in the complex plane. Simultaneous approximation of functions and their derivatives is also considered.
Let Khea compact set in ft" and let A be a partial differential operator on Rn. We denote by HA(K) the uniform closure on K of the space of functions satisfying the equation Af=0 in some neighborhood of K. The properties of HA(K) when n=2 and A = d/dx+id/dy are well known. (See, for example, Chapter 3 of [1] .) One of the more interesting of these properties is that HA(K) is local in the sense that a continuous function/ belongs to HA(K) if each x e K has a compact neighborhood N such that fe HA(KñN). Kallin [6] has shown that HA(K) is not local in general if AT is a compact set in Cm and A = S, the Cauchy-Riemann operator. (See [7] , however, where HS(K) is shown to be local for certain product sets in Cm.) The purpose of this note is to present some results concerning HA(K) when A is an elliptic operator with constant coefficients, in particular the result that HA(K) is local. Simultaneous uniform approximation of functions and their derivatives by solutions of Af=0 is also considered.
Many of these results are contained explicitly or implicitly in the work of F. Browder ([2] , [3] ) who considered the case of elliptic equations with variable coefficients. However, the simplicity of the proofs in the constant coefficient case when contrasted with the elaborate techniques from functional analysis required in the general situation seems to warrant separate treatment.
Let A be a linear partial differential operator on Rn with constant coefficients. A fundamental solution for A is a distribution £ on Rn such that AE=è, where ô is the unit point mass at 0. In particular, AE=Q on Rn-{0}. Suppose now that A is elliptic of order m with real coefficients. (In this case m is necessarily even.) If F is a fundamental solution for A then F|Ä"-{0} e C°°(AB-{0}) and E(x) = 0(\x\m~n), « odd, = 0(\x\m-"log\x\), «even.
(See, for example, [5] .) Thus we can state the following result: Proposition 1. If A-is an elliptic operator of order m on R", with constant real coefficients, then every fundamental solution E for A satisfies D*EeLlc(R«)forW=m-l.
Henceforth, A will denote an operator satisfying the hypotheses of Proposition 1. We note that the formal adjoint A' also satisfies these conditions. If U is a neighborhood of K each function/in Ck(U) defines an element of Ck(K) which we will denote again by / It is clear that every continuous linear functional on Ck(K) can be identified with a distribution of order =k whose support lies in K.
Let HA(K) denote the closure in Ck(K) of (the germs on K of ) the functions/satisfying Af=0 in some neighborhood of K.
Proposition 3. Let K be a compact set ofLebesgue measure zero in Rn.
Then HkA(K) = Ck(K) for 0=k=m-l.
Proof. By the above remarks it suffices to show that if Fis a distribution of order =m-1 with support in K such that F(/)=0 for all/satisfying Af=0 in some neighborhood of K then F=0. But, by Proposition 2, T=A'F, where £ is an integrable function supported in K. Since K has measure 0, F vanishes, hence F=0.
For general compact sets K we have the following approximation theorem :
Proposition 4. Let U be a neighborhood of K and let f e Cm(U).
Proof. Again, it suffices to show that every distribution F of order =m-1 with support in K which satisfies T(g) = 0 for all g satisfying Ag=0 in some neighborhood of K also annihilates/ But T=A'F, where F is a measure supported on K, hence T(f) = (A'F)(f)=F(Af)=0, since Af=0 on K.
The next result shows that membership in HA(K) is a local property in a rather strong sense, for 0=k=m-1. Proof.
By Proposition 5 it suffices to show that if fe Ck(K) and Af=0 on int K, then in a neighborhood of each point x of AT the function/ can be approximated by functions/, satisfying Afn=0 locally. But if AT has the segment property we can choose /" to be a suitable translate off in the direction wx, since translation is continuous in the Ck topology and A commutes with translations.
It is of interest to note that instead of approximation by germs, i.e., by functions satisfying Af=0 in an arbitrary neighborhood of K as in Propositions 3, 4, or 7, one may require that the approximating functions satisfy Af=0 on any fixed neighborhood U of K such U-K is connected. This follows from the general theory of linear partial differential operators with constant coefficients, in particular from Theorem 3.4.3 of [4] together with the fact that solutions of homogeneous elliptic equations are analytic.
Finally, we consider briefly the case of nonelliptic operators with constant coefficients.
Let CX(K) be the space of germs on K of Coe functions defined in neighborhoods of K. We give C°(K) the topology determined by the semi- 
